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. Administration 

Vacations and year-end holidays took a fair portion 'of this' month. 

New people in IODU include John Ng in rocs, building 33 office 266, ext. 4529; and Tommy 
Chang in the :Microcode group, for the moment in building 34, office 66, ext. 4510. 

Candidate interviews continue for opel~ings in IODU.' 

The 1979/1980 Operating Plan for IODU has been submitted and work is' ongoing on the 
generation of a work plan for 1979. 

Carol Hankins has submitted her resignation from Xerox. We will all ~iss her, technically ·and 
personally. . 

Pitts Jarvis and Bill Kennedy participated in the first Pilot/Teak Internal hearing and Bill 
participated in the first Pilotffeak External hearing. 

John Ng began to acquire the tools and information necessary to provide the controller and driver 
for 'the Floppy Disk Controller. 

Pitts has released a review of the ROS Interface Specification (MSEPC) plus he circulated a draft of 
the FDC CSB fonnat. 

Preliminary work on the RDC has b~gun by Pitts. 

Utilities 

Utilities for Tcak have becn tentatively identified by Bill Kennedy and Pitts Jarvis. A specification 
for ROC utilities is bci ng written by ,Pitts. 

IVIicroCodc 

Tommy Chang has been studying the microcode Lo becOlne familiar with it. 



Progress· January, IOnD 2 

Carol Hankins has put out DO Microcode version 2.lb. This version contains bug fixes, Pilot eRs, 
2 new op-codes (SetMp· and CheckSum), and maps the entire DO keyboard for use by Functional 
Test in El Segundo. . 

Carol has been involved in several planning meetings with the Pilot people to determine the 
microcode needs of Pilot 3.0 and Teak. 

Software· booting and the Pilot interval timer have also· been worked on by Carol. 

Bill Kennedy generated and distributed a memo outlining dynamic tasking in microcode. 

Diagnostics 

Elizabeth Rentmeesters continues to make progress towards a. Verification Diagnostic window using 
. Pilot, Apex, and Window management 

Tom Clark has developed a 'looping' diagnostic test that will continually test a stand-alone DO. It is 
called NAND and is available for limited use. 

Tom is continuing the development and implementation of Initialization Diagnostics version 2.0 
with the intention of including it in Teak. . 

Jim Peterson has released a memo on Error Logging of Star for comments to SDD. This memo is. 
intended to start discussions and work culminating in a cohesive error logging capability in Star. 

Jim, Bjll Kennedy, and Pitts Jarvis defined a mCffiOlY· diagnostic to be generated as part of System 
Diagnostics. It is documented in 1\1 emory Diagnostic by Bill. Jim has defined and started ,to 
implement the internals of that diagnostic. Yet to be done is to define the external and· user 
interfaces. 

Atceptance Tests 

Chuck Thacker, ED, has converted the present DO Acceptance Tests for use ·on- the new DOs which 
he is developing. 

Prohlems 

IODU is critically short on personnel. 

L1Ck of Altos and DOs is beginning to affect production. The further generation of RDC code is 
held up waiting for a DO/RDC connection. This is complicated by the -lack of working cards for 
the DO. The continous scramble for an Alto has slowed down the start-up of John Ng as well as 
the generation of code by Jim Peterson. 

Separation of group between two buildings continues to cause problems. Those in the other 
building (34) tend to spend a lot of time walking back and forth between the buildings since the 
people they work with arc building 33. 


